FOCUSFEATURE
TOOLS

• Flight record and replay in numeric or
graphical form
• ECU coding and programming
• Real-time live data text capture
• Vehicle maintenance information
• Vehicle diagnostic plug locations
The built-in lithium ion polymer battery
allows you to power up the tool and start
the vehicle selection process prior to taking
it out to the workshop or review and print
data once disconnected from the vehicle.

PREMIUM
DIAGNOSTICS
BY CARMAN
Carman Australia introduces the next
generation of diagnostic solutions.

T

he new Carman Scan Auto-i 700 is
a world-class diagnostic scanner
with 7-inch high-resolution colour
touchscreen with a Windows operating
system. It is a rugged shop-tough tabletstyle specialist vehicle tester that covers a
vast range of vehicle systems with excellent
in-depth diagnostic capabilities.
The new Auto-i 700 tool builds on 25
years of Carman Scan heritage that has
continually evolved to keep up to date with
the latest technology.
As one of the best Asian testers on the
market it also covers a wide range of
European, American and Australian vehicles,
and now the Asian 24V truck applications.
The full-colour screen offers excellent
graphics in all lights and the amazingly
quick operating system – with a huge
application list for Asian, European,
American, Australian car, van and Asian
truck 12V and 24V – makes the new
Carman Auto-i 700 a serious player in the
professional diagnostic market.

friendly menu and time-saving features
like, “Favourites” and “Recent System”
for all your frequent functions and full text
descriptions for DTC and live data. The
vehicle software is easily kept up to date via
automatic Wi-Fi updates directly from the
Auto-i server.
Some other features include:
• Quick searching
• Screen capture and memo for
report reference

THE PACKAGE
The Carman Auto-i 700 kit includes the
basic kit plus the Australia pack containing
the plastic blow-moulded carry case, power
supply cables and battery charges, OBDII
connector and a vast range of plugs and
cables to suit older Asian and Australian
vehicles, plus three years of software
updates for $5850 + GST.
The Carman Auto-i 700 is the next
generation of intelligent laptop or tabletbased diagnostics. If you prefer to run
your diagnostics on a laptop or tablet
via Bluetooth the Carman-i 300 is the
package for you. The same diagnostic
system and connector pack as the i 700
but supplied with a Bluetooth VCI unit
and software to load onto your choice of
tablet or laptop.
If you already have an older Carman scan
tool or Gscan you can use your old case
and connectors and just purchase either
the i 700 or the i 300 in an OBD pack.
For more information please contact
Carman Australia on 0404 202 296 or
email sales@carmanit.com.au

FAST, EASY, RELIABLE, SMART
Running a powerful Cortex A8 1GHz M3
120Mhz processor the Auto-i 700 is a truly
impressive tool, with an optimised user20
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